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ABSTRACT 
Part of speech (POS) tagging is the process of assigning the part 

of speech tag to each and every word in a sentence. In many 

Natural Language Processing applications such as word sense 

disambiguation, information retrieval, information processing, 

parsing, question answering, MWEs detection and machine 

translation, POS tagging is considered as the one of the basic 

important tools. Identifying the ambiguities in language lexical 

items is based on the proper identification of Part of Sspeech 

(POS) tagging of that language which can enhance the language 

processing applications in different ways. This paper describes 

the POS tagset for Multiword Expressions Detection in Bengali 

(Bangla) which is also very important for many natural language 

processing (NLP) applications.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Due to Bengali (Bangla) language has rich morphological 

nature, Bangla is a language with a high inflectional system. 

Inflections include postpositions, number, gender and case 

markers on nouns, and inflections on verbs include person, 

tense, aspect, honorific, non-honorific, pejorative, finiteness and 

non-finiteness. Since syntactical bracketing is a task of shallow 

processing and size of the tagset is one of the important factors, 

only postpositions, accusative and possessive case markers on 

nouns have been incorporated in this tagset. To reflect only these 

characteristics of morphology, a separate category ‘Suffixes’ has 

been included to denote the inflections. When a noun or a 

pronoun is inflected by a suffix, the base form and inflections 

are separated by a plus sign (+)[1]. Verbs are categorized 

according to their form such as finite, non-finite etc. 

Multiword Expressions(MWEs) plays an important role in 

Natural Language Processing because the NLP is concerned 

with text that may interact with each other. Multiword 

Expressions (MWEs) have been identified with an increasing 

amount of interest in the field of computational linguistics and 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) [2]. Formal definition of 

Multiword Expression define by [3] as: Multiword expressions 

(MWEs) are lexical items that: (a) can be decomposed into 

multiple lexemes, and  (b) display lexical, syntactic, semantic, 

pragmatic or statistical idiomaticity. MWEs are characterized by 

non-compositionality, non substitutability and non-modifiability 

[4]. 

We are developing an Annoted corpus for Multiword 

Expressions (MWEs) detection to  improves the efficiency of 

MWEs detection. Thus, POS tagging help in annotation of 

Bangla text to form a syntactical Treebank. While tagging, pure 

lexical category of a word has been preferred to be taken into 

consideration so far [5;6], because it ensures the consistency in 

tagging and reduces the confusion involved in manual tagging. It 

is also helpful for a machine to establish a word-tag relation 

which leads to efficient machine learning. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY FOR INDIAN 

LANGUAGES 
Compared to Indian languages, foreign languages like English, 

Arabic and other European languages have many POS taggers 

[7]. Literature shows that, for Indian languages, POS taggers 

were developed only in Hindi, Bengali, Panjabi and Dravidian 

languages.  

In comparison to the development in the field NLP, large 

annotated corpus is slowly growing   in Bengali( Bangla), some 

recent works on experimenting stochastic models [8][9][10] 

have achieved higher accuracy in automatic POS tagging. It has 

been shown that the accuracy of the POS tagger can be 

significantly improved by integrating morphological analyzer, 

prefix/suffix information, name entity recognizer etc. 

3. MOTIVATION FOR THE 

IDENTIFICATION OF MWEs IN 

BENGALI 
Since many difficulties arise in Bengali POS that motivate us to 

work on MWEs detection in Bengali. Some examples of MWEs 

which are difficult in POS tagging are words like কানে লাগা 
(kany laga) which means ‘interesting’, কাে কাটা (kan kata) 

which means ‘shamless’,হাত থাকা (hat taka) which means 

‘right’,উঠন্ত মনুলা পত্তনে চেো যায় (utanto mulo potony chena jaey) 

which means ‘morning shows the day’, and so on. Good 

morphological analyzers, POS taggers, stemmer and annotated 

corpus etc are not yet available in this task. Bengali is highly 

versatile language providing one of the most challenging sets of 

linguistics and rich statistical features resulting in Complex and 

long word formation. In spite of other Natural language 

Processing (NLP) task like Information retrieval, Text 

summarization and Machine translation etc, in Bengali it is 

needed to identify MWEs along with their detection and 

extraction process from different domain. 

4. STEPS TO POS TAGGING 
The first step towards POS tagging is morphological analysis of 

the words. For this a Noun Analysis and verb Analysis of the 

words have been done. Nouns are divided into three paradigms 

according to their endings, these three paradigms are further 

classified into two groups depending on the feature ± animate. 

The suffixes are then classified based on number, postposition 

and classifier information. Verbs are classified into 6 paradigms 

based on morphosyntactic alternation of the root. The suffixes 
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are further analysed for person and honourofic information [11]. 

Further steps includes identification of words and their 

orthographic forms, Analysis of words, morphological structures 

and their formation, syntactic (grammatical) functions in a 

sentence, determination of grammatical roles, semantic roles in 

the sentences, and final   verification and validation of the tags 

that will be assigned to the sentence level. 

5. BENGALI TAGSET SUMMARY 
We are presenting the list of Bangali tagset which are 

prominently used in Bengali language for Natural language 

processing applications. 

Table 1. Bengali (Bangla) Tagset 

Sl 

no  

Tag 

Description 

Level Examples 

1 Common  Noun N_NN

C 
বালক (bālak),  শহর(śahar),  

কথা (kathā), মােষু (Man), 

2 Proper Noun N_NN

P 
কররম(Karim),রিরি(Delhi) 

3 Material Noun N_NN

M 
কলম (kalam) pen               

4 Nloc noun N_NS

T 
উপনর (upare) 

5 Temporal  

Noun  

N_NN

T 
গতকাল (yesterday), আজ 

(today), এখে (now)  

6 Verb root N_NN

V 
চগাসল করা (taking bath), পাে  

করা (drink)  

 

7 

Locative noun N_NN

L 
উপর (up), রেনে (down), আনগ 

(front)               

 

8 

Question 

locative noun  

N_QN

L 
চকাথায় (where), চযখানে 

(relative ‘where’)  

 

9 

Question 

temporal noun  

N_QN

T 
কখে (when), যখে (relative 

‘when’ )  

10 Collective noun N_NN

L 
 িল (dal) ‘party’ 

11 Abstract noun  N_NN

A 
ভয়(bhay) ‘fear’ 

12 Verbal noun N_NN

V 
গ্রহণ (grahaṇ) taking, 

োইস্ (nice) রভনতনর(bhitare) 

13 

 

Pronoun  PR আরম (āmi), তুরম (tumi),চস(se), 

তারা (tār ā), তু ই (tui), etc. 

14 
Personal 

Pronoun  

PRP  আরম (āmi),চস (se) তু (tumi), 

আমরা (āmrā)                  

15 
Reflexive 

pronoun  

PRF রেনজনক(nijeke) 

16 
Relative 

pronoun 

PRL চয(ýe), যারা (ýārā), যানির (ýā

der), যানক (ýāke) 

17 
Reciprocal 

pronoun  

PRC  পরস্পর(paraspar) 

18 
Wh-word  

Pronoun 

PRQ চক (ke), কানক (kāke), কারা (kā

rā), কানির (kāder) 

19 
Question 

Pronoun  

 

QPR  

 

চক (who), কারা (plural 

‘who’), চয (relative ‘who’)  

20 
Demonstrative  DM চয(ýe),এই (ei),ওই (oi), 

 তাই (tāi), etc. 

21 
Deictic  

Demonstrative 

DMD এ(e),এই (ei),চস (se),রসই (sei),ও
 (o),ওই (o 

22 
Relative 

demonstrative 

DMR চয(ýe),চযই (ýei) যাহা (ýāhā), 

যা (ýā) 

23 
Wh-word  

demonstrative 

DMQ কানো (kano),  চকাো (kona) 

24 
Finite Verb   

FV 
কররছ (karchi), করতাম (kartā

m),চগলা (gela),যানব (ýābe),etc 

25 
Non-

Finite Verb  

NFV করনল (karle), করনত (karte),চগ
চল (gele), রগয়া(giye), etc. 

26 
Non finite 

perfective  verb  

 

VBT 
করা (doing), করানো(causative 

‘doing’), পড়া (reading)  

27 
Subjunctive   

      verb  

VBC কনরল (if done) ,                                                  

28 
Auxiliary Verb  

VBX 
কনর চেললাম/VBX (have 

done), চহনস উঠনলা/VBX (burst 

into laughter)  

29 
Finite 

Existential 

VBE  

 
হয় (be), হনব (will be)  

30 
Nonfinite 

Existential  

VBEF  চহত (to be)  

31 
Adjective 

simple 

 

 

AD 

ভাল (bhāla), মন্দ(manda), 

সুন্দর(sundar)(beautiful), সািা 
(sādā), লাল (red),চেষ্ট(best), 

চেষ্টতম (the best)etc 

32 
Verb root 

adjective  

 

JJV 
লাল/JJV হওয়া/VBM (to 

redden), িবুবল /JJV হওয়া/VBM 

(to weaken)                                                

33 
Question 

Adjective  

QJJ চকমে (how), চযমে (relative 

‘how’) , 

34 
Adverb  AV হঠাত্ (haṭhāt), বাবি (bābad), 

কারনণ (kāraṇe), etc 

35 
Question 

Adverb  

QRB  চকে (why), রকভানব(how),  

 

36 

 

 

Postposition  

 

 

PP 

চপর(pare), কানছ (kāche), আনগ 

(āge), িারা (by), 

চথনক(from), জেয (for), োইনত 

(than)  

37 
Conjunction CN চতব (tabe), যরি (ýadi) েইনল (n

aile), যানত (ýāte), etc. 

38 
Coordinating 

Conjunction  

 

CC 
এবং (and), অথবা (or), েতুবা 
(nor)   

39 
Compound 

coordinating   

CCC ো/CCC হয়/CC(neither)                      

Conjunction Sub types 

40 
Suspecion 

Conjunction  

CN যরি (if), পানছ (if)  

41 
Eternal joining 

Conjunction 

 

CET 
চযমে/CET ... চতমে/CET (like 

… like), যখে/CET ... 

তখে/CET (when … then)                                                            

42 
Subordinating 

Comjunction 

CS চয (Complementizer ‘that’), 
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এইজেয (for this)  

43 
Compound  

Coordinating 

Conjunction  

 

CSC 
তাই/CSC চবল/CS (that’s 

why), এই/CSC কানরণ/CS (for 

this reason)  

44 
Interjection  UH ওঽ! (oh!), হায়! (alas!)  

45 
Indeclinable  IN  রকন্ত (kintu),অথবা (athabā), ব

রং (baraṃ), আর(ār), etc 

46 
Particle PT ই (i),ও(o),তা (to),ো (nā), চে (

ne), রে (ni), etc. 

47 
Question 

Particle 

QPT রক (question particle)  

48 
Quantifier QT এক (ek),িইু (dui),প্রথম (pratha

m),পয়লা (paylā), etc. 

49 
Reduplication RD ো টা(cha ta),চবে চবে (bane 

bane), কত  কত (kata kata), 

চযনয(ýe ýe), etc. 

50 
Foreign Word FW চযনকাে রবনিশী শব্দ (any 

foreign word)  

51 
Postpositional 

Suffices  

SFON    এ, য়, চত  

52 
Accusative  

postposition 

SFAC  

 
 চক, চর, এনর, রিনগনর 

53 
Possessive  

postposition 

SF$  এর, চির  

 

54 

 

Punctuation  

Marks 

 

PN 

., : ; / …, !, ? ( ), [ ], { }, etc.1

5 Others [OR] Mathematical 

symbols, +, , x, >, <, $, #, @, 

^, &, * etc. 

 

6. SOME EXAMPLES OF POS WITH 

CORRESPONDING TAG  
1. Part of Speech: Compound Common Noun  

Tag: NNC  

Category: Noun 

Examples: 

ভারনতর/NNP+SF$প্রনতাকটি/DMচজলায়/NN+SFONরনয়নছে/VB 

একজে/QFNUM  চজলা/NNC প্রশাসক/NN 

 “There is one district commissioner at each of the district of 

India” 

রবষয়টি/NN স্বরাষ্ট/NNC মন্ত্রালনয়/NN+SFON চপশ/NNV করা/VBM 

হনয়নছ/VBE  

 “The matter  has been submitted to home ministry” 

2. Part of Speech: Proper Noun  

Tag: NNP  

Category: Noun 

Example: কররম /NNP একজে/QFNUM জদু্ধা/NN  

“Karim  is a warrior”  

3. Part of Speech: Compound Proper Noun  

Tag: NNPC  

Category: Noun  

Example:  

কাজী/NNPC েজরুল/NNPC ইসলাম/NNP  

  “Kazi Nazrul Islam” 

4. Part Of Speech: Nominal Verb Root  

Tag: NNV  

Category: Noun  

Examples: চস/PRP চগাসল/NNV কনরনছ/VB  

 “He has  taken a bath”  

আরম/PRP এখে/NNT ো/NN পাে/NNV কররনতরছ/VB  

 “I am  now taking tea”  

5. Part Of Speech: Question Adjective  

Tag: QJJ  

Category: Adjective 

Examples: 

আজ/NNT আবহাওয়া/NN অনতা/RB সুন্দর/JJ েয়/VB চযমে/QJJ 

আরম/PRP চভনবরছলাম/VB  

 “Today’s weather is not as that much beautiful as I thought” 

 

7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have presented details tagset for Bengali 

(Bangla) language which is helpful for different level of 

sentence analysis like Morphological analysis, sentence parsing 

and level of word selection etc. Finally, it should be stated that 

the cited tagset can help to build a large Tag Corpus in Bengali 

language and examples given here can be made more explicit for 

sentence tagging, based on this Multiword Extraction and 

Multiword Detection which can be enhanced for the research 

work in Natural Language Processing. It is also left open for 

further discussions and suggestions to promote detailed studies 

of different syntactic phenomena of Bengali without being 

bound to some traditional and specific syntactic theories. 
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